
3096 days 

 
3096 days is a poignant movie directed by Sherry Hormann. It was based on the true story book written by 

Natascha Kampusch. The movie was released in 2013, 7 years after Natascha’s escape from her prison, the house of 
horror.  

On the 2nd of March 1998, after a fight with her mother, the ten year old Austrian girl decides to walk to school. On her 
way, she is kidnapped by Wolfgang Priklopil that brings her to his house in Vienna.  
Her 3096 days long ordeal in captivity just started...  

 

The performance of the Irish actress Antonia Campbell-Hughes is stunning considering the character she 
played and the horrifying situation she goes through. She even lost weight for the movie to be the closest possible to the 
way Natascha looked like. She said. “It’s not a biopic or a case study. But playing someone real, you feel you 
have to give a bit more.” Thure Lindhardt plays Wolfgang Priklopil and the fact that he managed embodying such a 
complex man with a serious mental illness is remarkable.  

I had already watched many documentaries on this traumatic story before hearing about the movie. 
However, I have to say that I wasn’t prepared enough for the high emotional charge. The movie is raw, honest, brutal 
even sometimes. However, I loved the fact that the director tried to show all the complexity of the relationship 
between Natascha and Mister Priklopil. She was only a little innocent girl when she got kidnapped. Over the years, she 
grew exclusively with him since it was the only human contact she had for years. Natascha is now in her thirties and I 
really admire her strength, her courage, her resilience and her positive and bright personality. No one more than her, 
whose teenage years were stolen, can understand the real value of freedom…  

I would recommend to sensitive souls to learn more about the story before watching the movie because it can 
be quite a traumatic, disturbing and hurting experience, especially if you are a really empathetic person.  
 
PS :  
You might still want to watch the trailer to be fully convinced.  
In order to do so, click on the following link : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XwO1a306dwg   
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